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THE PLASTICS INHJSTRY IN ALGERIA 

Präsent status 

Until about 1970-1971,  the activity of the plastica industri' was limited to à 

few email-capacity factories in the private sector;     i'->riented thn-^io-^IuBtioe 

were mostly second-priority products accessible to limited markets.    Moreover, 

although the country has rich resources of hydrocarbc nc,  the production cf thermo- 

plastic raw materiali,   is not yet properly organized,   so that the production potential 

of plastics fabrication is limited by the fact that the raw materials have to be 

imported.    Indeed,  the demand for plasties, both in the industrial sector and in the 

consumer goods sector,  is met mainly by imports of semi-finished or finished products. 

The country's total j>er capita consumption amounts,  then,  to some hundred grains - 

a ridiculously low consumption when compered with that of the developed countries 

or even of some  countries with the same living standards as Algeria. 

This lag in organizing a national plastics fabrication industry may be explained 

by the fact that the  country had first to concentrate its efforts on the establishment 

of important complexes of a priority character:    iron and steel works,  fertilizer 

factories, and refineries. 

rv.irther,   as consumption is still low,  a potential   market would have to be 

developed Lys 

- The establishment of an industrial sector with a heavy demand for plasticai 

piping,  packaging,  the electricity  sector; 

- The modernization of agri' J ture, which again calls for plastics in large 

quantities!    drainage,  packagir¿, hothouse cultivation; 

- Raising the living standard of the population in order to develop the oonsumer 
goods sector; 

Finally,  it must not be forgotten that the fabrication of thermoplastics demands 

both considerable capital and a knowledge of advanced production techniques. 

Tfa development plan ,- Present and future lievemente 

Starting from the considerations enumerated above,  the procedure adopted for 

the development of a plastics fabrication industry has the following basio objectives I 



(1) Processing of the  available hydrocarbons  in order to produco the essential 

raw materials!    monomers,  compounds and polymerB; 

(2) Production,  in the first stage,  of s^mi-finished and finished products 

consumed on a large scale by  industry and agriculture; 

(3) Production,   in the second stage,  of more  sophisticated products and 

substitutes to meet the needs of the building,  electricity and furniture sectors; 

(4) Side by side with  the above activities,   the drawing up of a training 

policy for engineers and technicians to run  the factories that are to be established. 

In this way all the projects set forth  in the First Pour-Year Plan,  covering 

the period I969-I973 have been or are being carried out.    The first objective of 

the development process may be said to have been reached with the starting,   at the 

end of I973,  of the construction of a vast petrochemical complex at Skikda,  com- 
prising! 

- An ethane steam-cracking installation for the production of 120,000 tons of 

ethylene per annum,  the ethane being extracted from the natural gas  intended for 

liquefaction; 

- A factory for the production of 40,000 tons of vinyl chloride monomers 

per annum; 

- A polymerization factory for the production of 40,000 tons of polyethylene  (PE) 

per annum; 

- A polymerisation factory for the production of 40,000 tons of PVC per annum. 

It is expected that this petrochemical complex will be operational in I976 

and thus allow the rapid development of the plastics fabrication industry through 

the availability of large quantities of raw materials. 

Pending the final completion of these factories,  and through the temporary 

inport of iaw materials, the first fabrication units were ect on foot by 1971.    Thus, 

at Set if the following arc already operational! 

- A .-ígid PVC pipe factory, with a capacity cf 3,000 tonB ¿er annum.    The 

expaneion of capacity to 6,000 tons per annum has already commenced} 

- A PVC calendering plant for the fabrication of floor coverings  (floor tile«) 

with a capacity of 6,000 tons per annua; 



- A polyethylene extrusion plant for the production of films. 

Anon« the projects in process of being carried out may be mentioned: 

- A rigid PVC ripe factory et Sctif with a capacity 0f 6,000 tons per annum, 
including thr  compounding of PVC; 

- A PVC and polyethylene bottle plant at Annaba for the production of 10,000,000 

one-litre bottle, and 10,000,000 five-litre bottles designed for the packaging of 
mineral oil.    Tnis factory will  start working in I975; 

- A polyethylene bottle plant  at Lakhdaria for tho production of 30,000,000 

bottles for chemical products,  „ith a future increase  in capacity of 100 per cent. 
This factory is  scheduled to start working in 197^. 

Future^ Jglans 

After getting off to a slow start,  the plastics fabrication industry is now 

making rapid strides,  and is expected to grow still moro rapdaly in the years 
immediately ahead. 

Because of the availability of polyethylene and PVC  in 1976,  and within the 

compass of the Second Pour-Year Plan   (1974-1977),  a large number of projects have 

been planned for the building of thermoplastics fabrication factories makin« u*e 

of such major processes as compounding,   extrusion,  injection moulding,  blow- 
moulding,   and calendering. 

Within the  framework of the Second Plan the production of ether raw materials 

is also envisaged,   such as polystyrene,  polyester,  dioctyl phthalate and polybutyl^e 

Btyrene.    The availability of these raw materials will make possible a larger range 

of finished manufactured product«  and consequently a real  development of the plastics 
fabrication indus*iy. 

This development cannot take place unless thought  is given to training the 

.taff needed for running all these factories, and also tc the creation of special 

laboratories for the inspection *nd development of the goods manufactured. 

Hitherto,  the training of technical staff has been undertaken by existing bodies 

such a. the University and various Institute.    Basically,   these bodies provide 

te ^alifisd staff for running the petrochemical factories and not the specialis 
•taff rehired for plastics fabrication. 
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In ordor to meet ever more urgent needs, quite a nwnber of technicians have 

been and are being trained by manufacturers and suppliers.    Moreover, a special 

plastic« fabrication départant, with highly equipped laboratories, has been created 

at the Algerian Petroleum Institute   (institut Allien du Parole),  to be responsible 

both for training engineers and technician and for promoting,  developing and 

xnspeoting the goods manufactured.    Thus,  fro. this year,  training of a first cada, 
of engineers and technicians has started in Algeria. 

As a representative of the Algerian Petroleu, Institute I am not in a position 

to indicate the sort of technical assistée that UHIDO might offer in connexion 
with the various projects of the elastics industry. 

UNIDO could,  however,  assist the Algerian Petroleum Institute, 

- By sending experts to organize conferences and seminars designed both for 

students in training and for engineers and technicians already working on the Job; 

- By granting fellowships for study abroad in order to train Algerian staff 

to teach and carry out research in institutes and laboratories. 
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